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Beit known that we, RUDOLPH KLEIN and 
Tru-:oook BRUECK, Aof Rochester, in the 
county of Monroe and State of New York, 
have invented a new and useful Improve 
ment in Camera-Shutters, which improve 
ment is fully set forth in the following speci 
íication and shown in the accompanying 
drawings. " _ ' _ ‘ 

The present invention relates to camera 
Y shutters and >it hasl for an object to provide 
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a simple and durable construction Which is 
automatic in its action, that-pis, _the shutter 
blades are opened and closed merely by one 
operation of the operating mechanism. 
Another object of the invention is to pro 

videan automatic shutter which positively 
actuates thel shutter blades in both direc 
tions. ' _ 

Other objects. are' to improve the shutter 
mechanism, the operating devices for _the 
master member, the detaining means for 
bulb and time exposures and the retarding 
means'for the operating mechanism. 
lTo these and vother ends the invention con- 

sists in certain parts and combinations of 
parts all of which will be hereinafter de 
scribed, the novel features. thereof being 
pointed out inthe appended claims. 
VIn >the drawings :_Figure 1 is a front 

view'of a shutter constructed in- accordance» 
with this invention; Fig. 2 shows the front 
closure removed. to illustrate the shutter op 
erating mechanism, the cam which controls 
the detaining` member being removed and 
the parts otherwise' occupying their normal 'l , 
positions; Fig. 3 shows the shutter with the 
rear closure removed; Fig. 4 isa similar 

\ view showing the shutter blades removed; 
Fig; 5 is a view similar to Fig. 2 showing 
the setting cam in position to give instan 
taneous exposures, and the parts 'occupying 
positions which they take immediately on 

' the release of the master lever by the oper 
ating-devices; Fig. 6 shows in detail the po 
sitions of the detaining member and proxi 
mate parts when' the shutter is adjusted for 
bulb exposure and while the bulb is held 
with pressure; Fig. 7 shows the engagement 
of the bulblever with the detaining member 

. to move the latter on bulb exposure; Fig. 8 
shows thev cam adjusted for time exposure 

l with the shutter ,in open position; Fig.A 9 

55 
shows the position of the parts when the de 
taining member is 'shifted from stop posi 

tien under the action of the do onv the oper 
atmg member; Fig. 10 is a e'taìl View of 
the latch, showing the position ofthe latter 
during _the closing movement; Fig.f11 is a 
detail v1e'w showing the retarding means ad 
justed for greatest retarding action; Fig. 12 ' 
shows the 'position of the setting cam for' 
the adjustment shownl in Fig. l11; Fig. 13 is 
_af side view of the shutter; Fig. 14 is a rear 
view ofthe shutter; Fig. 15 is a detail-view 
illustratlng lthe latch and the master mem 
ber 1n normal positions; Fig. 16 is a'sec 
tional view of the casing of the shutter; Fig. 
1? is a detail view of the setting cam and its 
dlsk; Fig. 18 is a detail view of the master 
lever; and Fig. 19 is a sectional view of the 
retarding means. ' ' ' 

s 

vln theßpresentvembodiment of the inven-  
tion there _is employed a substantially rin-g 
shaped ca_smg 1 and an apertured partition 
2 rigidpwith the ring 1 and so located that 
.the latter projects from opposite sides there 
of to provide two chambers 3 and 4 which 
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respectively 4serve for housing the shutterg-l 
mechanism and the operating mechanism 
for the latter.' Also projecting from one 
side offthe partition 2 about the aperture, ’ 
thereof is the lens barrel 2*l providing with 
ring l an annular'chamber'for the shutter. 
operating mechanism. Removable closures 
5 and 6 may be provided preferably sepa 
rat-e from said mechanisms, so that when 'the  
closures are' removed-the operative parts of 
the shutter may be inspected and operated 
independently Aof thev closures, thus facilitat 
ing the assemblingand the repair ofparts 
ofthe shutter. ' , 
The shutter mechanism, in this instance, 

comprises a' pluralityof blades 7 (prefer- l 
ably four) separately pivoted on pins 8 .pro 
jecting from partition2 and-cooperating to 
close'the aperture 90. These blades may be 
connected for simultaneous operation by two 
levers 9 and 10 pivoted vinterm‘ediately of 
their ends at 11 and 12 respectively and each 
having pin and slot connection 13 at its ends 
with two of the blades 7', thus connecting the 
blades in pairs, the two pairs being connect~ 
ed together by a link-14 pivoted at its ends 
to the levers 9 and 10. The lever 9 may have 
a laterally extending finger 15 projecting 
-through a curved slot 16 in the partition 2 
so that the shutter may be controlled by an 
operating mechanism in the chamber 4. 
The shutter mechanism above described 110 i 
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_ facilitates a quick assembling of the parts 
1 _with great accuracy, takes up but a very 
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small s ace and is mexpensive 'to manufac-~ 
ture. t _also has very little friction and is 
therefore very> sensitive. Of course, itV may 
be used with any o erating mechanism. A 
desirable form o ‘ operating mechanism 
which may be used .with or without the sa1d 
shutter mechanism comprises a master mem 
ber 17 preferably inthe form of a lever piv 
otcd at 18 to the partition 2 and havingone 
end controlling the shut-ter mechanism and 
'the other controlled by suitable operating 
devices. Preferably the master lever is em 
ployed for moving the shutter positively in 
bothv directions and, in order that this result 
may be accomplished with but a small 
movement of the master lever, a latch or 
dog 19 has its pivot. 20 mounted independ-> 
ently of the master lever to swing in an arc 

I greater .t-han the arc in which the master le 
ver swings. Preferably the latch is pivoted 
to a member or arm 21 mounted to swing 
_about an axis 22, and moved by the master 
lever havingV for this 'purpose a ̀ pin and slot 

’ The nach 
may have a pair of shoulders 23 and 24 -ly 
ling substantially parallel and adapted to lco 
operate With the finger.v 15 which is refer 
-ablyvflat-tened, Ia face 25 being rovi ed on 
the latch to maint-ain the shoul ers andthe 
project-ion 'in ' coöperative relation. When 
the master member .is swung against they ac 
tion of its spring 26 and from the position 
'shown in Fig. 15> by means of suitable op 
erating devices, the latch slips over the' pro 
jection 15 without shifting the latter until 
the position ‘ shown in F1g.. 5 is reached, 
when the shoulder 23 is moved above and in 
engagement with the linger 15l so that upon 
the release of the master lever, the’shutter 
blades are forced open by`the spring 26 due 
to such engagement, the parts reaching the 
position shown in Fig. 8, after which the 
projection 15 is engaged by shoulder 24 due 

 to the upward movement of the latch and 
» the blades are pulled closed by the spring 26. _ 
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If desired a small spring 27 may act on the 
projection 15 to give the shutter blades a 
normal tendency to remain closed, for, dur~ 
ing ,the actúa-tion ‘of the> master lever, the 
latch drags over the projection 15 and might 
operate the blades slightly. This spring 
should not be so strong that it will interfere 
With the action of the spring 26 of the mas 
ter lever. -A spring 100 (see Fig; 15) may 
also act on the latch 19_to cause the shoulder 
23 to ride abovev thejprojection 15 as the 
master lever nears the end ~of its movement 
under' the influence of the operating devices 
so that it will be in position to open the 

' shutter on the return movement of the mas 
 ter member under the influence of spring 26. 

The operating devices for the master 
member in this instance comprise an actuat 

' , 1,093,110 

ing >member 28, a manualljßioperable mem 
ber 29 for moving the actuating member, 
and a' bulbcperated ,member 30 also for 
moving the actuating member. ' , 
Theactuating member 28 preferabl _ ro 

tates in a complete circle in but one direc 
tion and may comprise a notched Wheelor 
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,disk rotatable on a stud 31 and having lat 
eral projections 32 adapted successively to 
engage the master lever near one end to 
move the latter against `the action‘of its 
spring 26 and then to release said lever due 
to the fact that the end of t-he lever and the 
projections travel in intersecting paths. To 
hold the disk against rotation in the oppo- 80 
site direction a pivoted and spring pressed ` 
paWl 33 may coöperate’with its notched pe 
riphery. The manually controlled operat 
ing member 29 is preferably in the form of 
a lever pivoted at 34 .with one end project 
ing through the casing and formed with a. 
finger piece 35. ' Pivoted at 36 to this lever' 
is a dog or pa-Wl 37 notched at one end to 
engage the projections 32 andheld toward 
said projections by a spring 38. When t-he 90 
linger piece 35 is depressed the pavvl> 37 ro~. , 
tates the Wheel 28 in-a direction to shift- the 
master lever, after which, the spring 38 
tends to move the finger piece to its original 
position.  ' ' 

In order that the shutter may be operated 
by a bulb there may be provided a- piston 40 
operating in a cylinder 41 to which air is 
delivered by a nipple 42. The piston and 
its cylinder are arranged in the chamber 4 100 
and the former engages the bulb operated 
member 30 which is preferably in the form 
of a lever pivoted, in this instance, about an 
axis coincident With the axis 18 of the mas 
ter lever, and having a pin and slot connec~ 105 
tion 43 With the operating member 29. j 
The parts of the operating mechanism so 

far described will only effect what is termed 
an instantaneous exposure, and to the end 
of securing a íbulb exposure, a detaining 110 
member 44 may be pivoted at 45 and have a 
single stop or shoulder 46 which moves into 
the path of a shoulder 47 on the master le 
ver and prevents the closing of the shutter 
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blades. The detaining device mayjiave a‘ 115y 
normal tendencyto move to stop position 
given by a spring 48 acting thereon; and so 
that it will not move until the master lever. 
has reached a. certain position, the master 
lever exercises a controlling relation there- 120 
over by engagement of shoulder 47 with a 
face 49 on the detaining member. The stop 
46 is not engaged by the master lever imme 
diately upon the release of the latter by the 
actuating member 28, as themaster lever is 125 
permitted to move under the action of its 
spring 26 until the shutter blades are 
opened, when engagement with the detain 
ing member takes place. ' 
As long as the bulb lever is held by pressure `130 



vof the bulb lever 30 and engaged by the 
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_. tion of member 29 the detaining 

- member out of the vpat 

on jthe bulb, the shutter blades 7 will remain 
open but Au on the release of the pressure, 
connection is established between the operat 
mg devices and 'the detaining member '44 
preferably'by means of a projection 50 of 
the detaining member located in the path 

latter -to shift ’the stop1 46 of the detaining 
of the master "lever, 

freeing the latter and permitting it'to close 
the shut-ter blades. For the purpose Vof’ob 
taining time exposures, the ~stop» 46 is also 
employed for engaging with the master 
lever, ’and the connection at 50 between the 
detaining member 44 and the operating de 
vice 50 1s rendered inoperative by a means 
which prevents thereturn of the-»operating 
devices vto their initial positions, thus main 
taining the stop 46 in stop position. In this 
instance this means comprises a projection 
51 on the bulb lever coöperating or inter 
locking with a shoulder 52 on the detaining 
member. As 'the operating member 29 does 
not return to its initial position, the dog 
or Apawl 37 does not lie in a position to en 
gage the next projection 32 and therefore 
this pawl or dog maybe utilized for shift 
.ing the detainin member 44 from its stop 
position. To this end the detaining mem 
ber 44 is provided on its rear face ~with a 
lateral projection 53 which lies directly in 
the 'path of dog 37 so that upon the opera 

member 
’ 44 will` be shifted from stop position. 

40 
lje'ction 56 on the detaining member and n 
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Any suitable means may be 'employed` for 
adjusting the operating mechanism to deter 
mine bulb or time exposure.` In this in 
stance a cam 54 is secured to'a setting disk 
55 both of which turn on the stud or post 
31. This cam may coöperate with a pro 

shift the latter to any one of three operating 
positions, viz: instantaneous, as shown in 
Fig. 5, in which the master lever moves in 

45 both directions without the shoulder v47 
engaging the detaining member; bulb, as 
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, in which the de 
taining member is positioned so that its 
shoulder 52 is not engaged by projection 
51 on the bulb lever; and time, as shown 
in‘ Fig. 8, in which the detaining member 
is positioned so that the shoulder 52 and 
projection 51 interlock. 
With the object in view of retarding the 

operating mechanism for producingv ex 
posures oflimited time there may be em 
ployed a movable stop ,57 to coöperate with 
the master member. This stop may be ar 
ranged at one end Iof_a lever 58 that is piv 
oted at 58“ between its ends in the chamber 
4. The outer end of the vlever 58 has a 

~ clutch connection with a retarding means 

as 

preferably arranged within chamber 4 and 
comprising a rotatable governor 59 and a 
train of gearing 60, theclutch connection, 

»in instance, 'being in the form of a 
notched wheel "61 secured to the gearingv and 
a ¿member 62 having a tooth 62“ to enga e 
the notched wheel andan end 62b sliding y 
coöperatlng with the lever 58.l A spring 63 
movies the'member '62 in one direction inde 
pendently of disk or wheel 61 to cause the 
member 62 to' follow quickly the lever 58 
without causi the retarding mechanism 
.to-move except v1n one direction so ~that it is 
'lmpoœible to actuate the shutter so uickl 
that the retarding means will be a ecte . 
For .the purpose of adjusting thestop 57 
relatlvely to the master lever and thus vary 
ing-the time of the opening of the shutter, 
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so 
a stop 64 is provided and is preferably ar- j 
ranged on one end of a lever 65 which is 
pivoted at 66 and has its other end 67 ’co 
operating _with the cam 54. It isy apparent 
that the stop .64 can render the stop 57 
inoperative as shown in Fig. 2, give full 
retarding _action as shown in Fig. 11 or be 
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positioned to locate the stop 57 at any point . 
‘between _these limits. 

The operation of the invention will be 
fully understood from the fdregoing de 
scription ‘but `it may be summarized as fol 
lows: Instantaneous exposure is effected by 
adjusting the setting disk 55 so 4that the 
cam 54 lies in the position shown-_ in Fig. 5J, 
said cam 'coöperating‘with detaining mem 
ber 44 to preventstop 46 moving into the 
path ofthe master member 17 and also co 
operating with vlever 65to hold stop57 in 
the position shown in this figure. AWhen 
the iinger'piece 35‘is pressed or piston 40 
moved, the dog 37 shifts the actuating Wheel 
28 causing masterï member 17 to bemoved in 
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one direction and then released to' travel in  
the reverse direction under the action of' 
spring 26. >In moving under the action of 
the operating devices the master lever drags 
the dog V19 over projection 15 and on the 
ñrst part ofthe return movement of the lever, 
the shoulder 23' engages the projection to _1 
open 'the shutter blades, after which, thev 
shoulder 24 engages the projection 15 and 
pulls the shutter blades closed. 

`For bulb action the cam 54 is shifted to 
the position shown in Fig. 6 so that the stop 
46 lies in the-path Vof the projection 47 on 
the master lever andpholds' the latter against 
a complete return movement with _the shut 
ter open; Upon the release of the pressure 
the projection 50 on the detaining member 
is engaged by the bulb lever 30 and the stop 
46 moved out of the path of thevmaster 
lever so that the latter may move under the 
action of its ‘spring and close the shutter. 
During 
stop A57 lies so that the retarding means 
does not act on the master member. I , 
For time exposure the cam 54 is> adjusted 

to the position shown in Fig. 8 so that when 
the operating evices are actuated, the 

this adjustment of the cam 54, the 
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i shoulder 52 on the detaining member moves’ 
in the path of projection 51 on the bulb-le 
_ver and prevents the latter engaging the 
projection 50 to shift said detaimng mem 
ber. The dog 37- is also positioned so that 
upon thevnext actuationof the operating de' 

 vices v'the projection-53 will be. engaged by 

15 

20 

. the dog and the det-aining member 44 'shift 
ed from stopl osition. . 
_Y Acamera s utter constructed in accord- 
ance with this invention has its blades con 
nected for simultaneous operation by a mech 
ani‘sm which is simple in construction and 
operation and is adapted to have its parts 

ickly and accurately assembled. The u 

êlxutter mechanism is actuated positively in 
both directions by a mechanism which gives 
aA maximum speed.v AThe master member 
Onl makes a short movement which is am 
pli ed in the latch that' coöperates with the 
shutterv mechanism. \ The movement of the 

' detaining „member is simple as only one 
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stop is provided for eñecting the time and 
the bulb exposures, provision being made for 
utilizing the operatmg devices of the master 
lever to lock the detaining member in stop 
position when the shutter is adjusted for 
time exposure. The operating devices are 
also employe for unlocking the detaining. 
member and are of novel construction per 
mitting easew and quickness 1n action'. A 
novel> retarding means is provided which 
permits a movement of the master lever in 
ependently. thereof sothat the operating 

mechanism is relievedof work in setting the 
retarding means', while at the same time-the 
retardingl means is at .all times ready for 
action.' _ f 
" What >We claim as our invention and de 
sire to secure by Letters Patent, is: 

vl. A camera shutter comprising a ring, an 
apertured partition rigidly secured within 
lthe ring so that the latter projects from one 
side thereof, a lens barrel -rigid with the 
apertured partition and projecting therefrom 
about the aperture to form with the ring 
an annular chamber, _a shutter operating 

 mechanism arranged within the annular 

vto 
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chamber on one-side ofthe partition, a re 
movable closure for the annular chamber 
entirely separate from the shutter operat 
ing mechanism, shutter mechanism mounted 
on the vother side ofv the partition, and a 
closure for the shutter mechanism. ' 

‘ 2. A camera shutter comprising a ring, an 
apertured partition rigidly `secured 'within 
the ring so that _the latter'projects beyond 
both sides of the partition, a lens barrel> 
_rigid with and projecting from one side of 
'the partition about theaperture to provide 
an annular chamber, a shutter operating 

l mechanism arranged inthe annular cham 

65 

ber, a removable closure for the operating 
mechanism separate'from said‘ shutterop 
erating mechanism, shutter mechanism sup 

ported on the other sidelo? the ' Vartitiom’and 
a’ removable closure for the _ _ _utter mech 
anism separate from the shutter mechanism. 

3. In a camera shutter, the> combmatlon 
of a shutter mechanism comprising a; plu 70 
rality of yshutter blades, levers pivoted be- - 
tween their ends to a fixed part of» the shut 
ter and connected on opposite sides of their 
pivots to different .-blades, and a'link con- 
necting the levers, with shutter o er'atìng 
mechanism connected to one of the evers._ 

4. In a camera shutter, the combination 
of a shutter mechanism comprising a plu 
rality of pivoted "blades, ̀ levers pivoted be 
tween their ends-to a fixed part/of the shut 
ter, pin and slot connections between each _ 
lever and 'a pair of blades on opposite sides 
of the pivot of the lever, and a link connect 
ing the levers, ‘with a shutter operating 
mechanism operatively connected to one o_f 
the levers. 

5. _In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a casing having anapertured parti 
tion,'of shutter blades pivoted on one side 
of the partition, an operating lever for said 
blades 
through the casing partition, a latch'. ar 
ranged on the opposite side of the partition 
and` coöperating with the rojection onthe 
lever, and a master lever i’or actuating the 
latch. 

6. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, of controlling 
mechanism comprising a master lever, and 
a latch for actuating the shutter mechanism 
pivoted independently of the master lever 
and having a movable pivot shiftable by 
said lever in a greater arc of a circle than 
is made by any> portion of the master lever 
in its movement, and means for supporting 
the pivot of the latch in order that the pivot 
may partake of the before mentioned move 
ment. - _ ~ 

7 . In 'a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, of controlling 
.mechanism therefor comprising a master 
lever, a swinging member moved by the 
master lever» and a latch pivoted to the 
swinging member. and engaging the shutter 
mechanism to actuate the same. 

8. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with the shutter mechanism,~of operating 

‘ mechanism for the shutter mechanism em 
bodying a master member, and a latch in 
terposed between the master member and 
the shutter mechanism, said latch having 
a connection with the shutter mechanism 
which permits the latch to slip past. the 
shutter mechanism when themaster member 
is moved in one direction and to engage 
and ositively open‘and then positively close 
the s utter mechanism on the movement of 
the master member in the other direction. 
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9. In a camera shutter, the combination A 
with a shutter mechanism, of a controlling 
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mechanism therefor com rising a master 
¿ member, la swinging mem er moved by the 
master member, and a latch pivoted on the 

ï swinging member and eccentrically to the 
5 axis of the'latter and having a portion co 
operating wíth the shutter mechanism to open 
the latter and a portion coöperating with the> 

. said shutter mechanism to close the same. 
- 10. In a camerashutter, the combination 

10 with a Shutter» mechanism, of controlling 
" ver,' a spring moving the same in'one di 

rection, an actuating member coöperating 
with the. master lever to move it against the 
action of the springv and then automatically 

15 release said lever, a swinging member moved 
' by the master lever in both directions, and 
.a latch pivoted on the swinging member lec 
oentrically to the axis of the latter and hav 
ing a portion coöperating with the shutter 

20 mechanism to open the shutter and a portion 
coöperating with the shutter mechanism to 
close the shutter. Y ' v 

11. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter` mechanism, of controlling 

A 25 means therefor comprising a master mem-l 
ber, a spring'for moving said member in one 
direct-lon, an actuatmg member for the mas 
ter member moving: the latter against'the. 
action of the spring, and a latch'pivotally 

i 30 mounted independently of. the master lever 
and controlled by the latter, said latch hav 
ing a shoulder to coöperate with the shutter 
mechanism to open the same and a shoulder 
to coöperate with the shutter mechanism to 

l 35_ close the same. _ l l 
f 12.`In a camera shutter, the _combination 
with a shut-ter mechanism, of controlling 
mechanism therefor comprisinga pivoted 
master lever, a swmgmg member, a p1n and 

t 40 slot connection between' the-,swinging mem 
ber and the master leverl and va latch coöper 
ating with the shutter mechanism and piv 
oted on the Swingin member and eccentri 
cally to the axis of t e latter. , 

13. In acamera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism' having a light 
spring to maintain it normally closed, of 
'a master lever, a stronger spring for mov 
ing the latt in one direction, operating 

I 50 devices for the master lever moving the lat 
ter-in the other direction against the action 

-. of .the second named spring and automati 
cally releasing said lever at the end of such 
movement, and a latch _operated by the mas 

55 ter lever and cooperating with the shutter 
mechanism, said latch having a lost motion 
connection with the shutter mechanism per 

_ mittingits movement relatively to the shut 
ter Amechanism when the master lever is 

60 moved by the operating devices and engag 
ing ~With and positively actuating the shut 

` ter mechanism during the opening and the 
>closing movement of the latter. 

14. In a camera shutter, the combination 
'65 with a shutter mechanism, of an operating 

mechanism for the same, embodying amas 
ter member for actuating the shutter mech 
`anism having a lost-motion connection with 
the shutter mechanism permitting the mas 
ter member to move invone direction with 
out actuating the shutter mechanism, and 
an actuating. member rotatable in a com 
plete circle and engaging-the master mem 
ber' for moving said master member without 
actuating the shutter.ì mechanism. 

15. In a camera shutter, the combination 
"15 

with a shutter mechanism, of ̀a master mem- ' 
ber for controlling the same, and a rotary 
actuating member having. a plurality of ` 
»laterally extending operating projections to 
successively engage ‘the master member. 

soV 

16. In a camera shutter, the combination- - 
with a shutter mechanism, of a pivoted mas, 
ter member and a rotary actuating member 
having a plurality' of laterally'extending op 
erating projections successively coöperating 
with the pivoted master member and then 

’ movable to free the latter. 
17. In a camera shutter, the combination 

with a shutter mechanism, of anfoperating 
mechanism therefor comprising a. masterY le 
ver, a rotary actuating` member Vprovided 
withl projections coöperating with the mas 
ter» member, a device for preventing the ro 
tation of the actuating device in one direc 
tion, and a- pivoted operating member for 
the actuating device havingv a dog pivoted 
thereon and adapted~ to engage-the projec 
tions of the actuating device. , v 
."18. In a camera shutter, -the combination 
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100 
with a shutter mechanism, of an operating , 
mechanism therefor comprising a master 
member, a detaining member having a stop . 
thereon movable into the path of the master 
member, s_aid detaining member also having 
a portion engaging the masterjmember to 
prevent the movement of the stop into the 
lpath of the said mastermember until the 

„ latter reaches a certain position, and means 
tendingl to move said detaining member so 

los 

110 
thatthe stop thereof lies inthe path of the ` 
master member. , " 

- 19. In a camera shutter, the combination. 
with a shutter mechanism, of' an operating 
mechanism therefor comprising a master 
member, a detaining member for the master 
member having'a single stop for bulb and 
for time. exposures, means for determining 
the position of the detai‘ning member for 
bulb or time exposure,"` operating devices 
for the ‘master member having connection 
with the detaining member for moving the 
latter from stop position when said operat 
ing devices are released, and means for ren 
dering such connection inoperative when the 
shutter is adjusted for time exposure. 

115 

125 

20. In a camera shutter, thev combination- 
with a shutter mechanism,»of an operating 
mechanism for ‘the shutter mechanism com 
A'prising a master member, operating devices 139 
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for the master member, a detaining member 
having a stop movable into the path of the 
master-member, means tending to move the 
detaining member to stop position, means 
connecting' the master member and the de 
taining member and preventing such move 
ment until the master memberv reaches a> 
certain position, and connection between the 
operating devices and the detaining mem 
ber for moving the detaining member from 
stop position. v» ' 
, 21. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, of operating 
mechanisml therefor comprising a master 
member, a detaining member for the 
master member having a tendency to move 
to stop position and provided with a single 
stop for bulb and time exposures, means 
for determining bulb or time exposures, op 
erat-ing'devices for the master member hav 
ing connection with the detaining member to 
move the latter from >stop position when the 
operating devices are released, and means 
rendering such connection inoperative when 
the shutter is adjusted for time exposures. 

22.» In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, of operating 
mechanism therefo’r‘çcomprising a master 
member, a detaining'member for the master 
member having a single stop for bulb and 
for time exposures, means tending to move 
said stop to stopv position, means coöperat 
ing with the detaining member to determine 
the time or thebulb exposure, operating de 
vices for the master member having connec 
tion with the detaining vmember to >move the 
latter from stop position when the operating 
devices are released, and means rendering 
such connection inoperative When the shutter 
is adjusted for time/exposure. 

23. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, of operating 
mechanism therefor comprising a master 
member, a detaining member for the master 
member‘having a single stop for time and 
bulb exposures means giving the detaining 
member a tendency to move to stop posi 
tion, a device coöperating’vvith the detaining 
member for determining the time or the bulb 
exposure, operating devices for the master 

~ member having connection with/,the detain 
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ing member to move the latter from stop 
positionv upon the release of the operating 
devices, means rendering such connection in_ 
operative when the shutter is adjusted for 
time exposure, and means causing said op 
erating devices tol move the detaining mem 
ber from stopping posit-ion on their next 
operation. f 

24. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, of operating 
mechanism therefor comprising a master 
member, a detaining member having a single 
stop for bulb and time exposures, means for 
determining the position of the detaining 

member for time or bulb exposures, a mem 
ber engaging said detaining member to move> 
it from stop position, and cooperating por 
tions on said member and .the detaining 
member interlocking. when the detaining 
member is adjusted for time exposure. 

25. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, of operating 
mechanism therefor comprising a master 
member, a detaining member coöperating 
with the master member for time and bulb 
exposures, 'a' bulb lever engaging said de 
taining member to move the latter from 
stop position, means for determining the 
position of the detaining member for bulb 
or time exposure, and coöperating portions 
on the bulb lever and the detaining member 
interlocking when the detaining member is 
adjusted for time exposure. ‘ _, 

26. Ina camera shutter, the combination 
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85 
With a shutter mechanism, of an operating ' 
mechanism therefor, comprisinga master 
member, a pivoted detaining member mov 
able into the path of the master member for 
bulb and time exposures, a pivoted lever en 
gaging said detaining member on one side 
of its> pivot to move it from stop position, 
and cooperating portions on the said lever 
and the detaining member on »the other-side` ' . 

95 . of the pivot of the latter interlocking when 
the detaining member is adjusted for time 
exposure. I 

27. In a camera shutter, the combination 
With a shutter ’mechanism, of operating . 
mechanism therefor comprising a master 
member, a pivoted detaining member for 
the master member, means determining the 
position of the latter for bulb or time ex 
posures, operating Vdevices for theÁ master 
member embodying a pivoted, lever engag 
ing the detaining memberon one side of its . 
pivot to move it from stop position, and co 
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operating portions on the lever and the de- ~ 
taining member interlocking when the lat-V 
ter is adjusted for time exposure, the operat 
ing devices having provision separate from 
the lever for disengaging said interlocking 
portions. y 

 28. Ina camera shutter, the combination 
with -a shutter mechanism, of a detaining 
member for holding the shutter mechanism 

110 - 
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open having a single stop for time and bulb ,l 
exposure, means controlling ~the detainingl 
member forobtaining time or vbulb exposure, _ 
and operating devices for. the shutte-r said 
operating devices shifting the _detaining 
member away from detaining position. 

29. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a -shutter mechanism, of a detaining 
member for holding the shutter mechanism 
open having a single stop for time and bulb 
exposures, means normally tending to move 
the detaining member to detaining position, 
operating devices for eifecting the opening 
ofthe shutter when moved in one direction 
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‘andA connected to the detainïing member to. 
shift it from detaining- position when moved 
in the other direction, a locking device for> 
preventing the return'of said operating lde 
vices to initial position, >means for estab 

v lishingconnection between the operating'deä 
vices and the detaining member «to shift 
the latter’from detaining pos'itionlwhen the 
operating devices are so locked, and means, 
vfor controlling the locking device for time 
or bulb exposure. ,  l 

3Q. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with -a' shutter mechanism, of a master mem 
ber having a Qconnection with the'shutter 
mechanism which permits themaster mein' 
ber to move in one direction withoutactuat 
ing the shutter mechanism and to move in 

‘ the other direction to effect the opening Vand 
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_ .for vcoöperatin with the detaining memberA 
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tainin ’memben s . v 

the _closing of the shutter mechanism, op 
erating devices for effecting the movement 
of the master member in the first mentioned 
direction, a single detaining'membel" forv 
bulb and time exposures, holding _the shut- 
ter mechanism open after the-master-_mem-V 
-ber has moved to oplen'the said mechanism, 
means preventing t e operating devices re 
turning to their initial positions when the 
detaimng melmber is holding theV shutter 
mechanism open, and means connecting the 
operating devices» and the detaini'ng mem 
ber upon the' operation of the operatingfde 
vices from the second position to shift the de 

31.` n a camera shutteigthe combination 
with a ,shutter ' mechanism, of' a master 
member, for operating 4the shutter mecha 
nism, aldetainmg member for holding the 
shutter mechanism open, means normally 
tending to move the detaining member to de 
taining'position, an operating member for 
the master member, and a bulb lever con 
nected to the operating member and'to the 
detaining member> to shift the latter from 
detaining position. ‘ ' - ì 

32? In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism` andV a master 
member for controlling 
taining ~member for olding the shutter 
mechanismopen for bulb and ytime exposure, 
and'a lever having a portion to coöperate 
with the detaining'member for shifting the 
latter from. detaining positionv and a portion 

to prevent suc shifting. _ 
33. In a camera» shutter, the combination 

with a shutter mechanism, of operating 
mechanism therefor, a detaining member for 
holding the shutter mechanism open havin 
a single sto ` for bulb and timeI exposures, an 
lmeans for ocking said stop in'stop position 

_ when the shutter- is adjusted for time expo 
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sure. 
' 34. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, `of operating 
mechanism therefor, a detaining member for 

the same, ‘of a de- - 

holding. the shutter _open havingva single i ‘ Y 
.stop for bulb and time exposures, and means 
controlling said detaining member to deter 
mine bulb or time exposure. ' ' ' 

35. In a camera shutter, >the combination 70 g 
with a' shutter mechanism, of operating 
mechanism `therefor embodying “a master 
member, a detaining member for the master 
member having a- single sto for bulb and I 
time exposures, land _means or locking Isaid 75 . 
stop in stopv position when the shutter 1s ad 
justed for time exposure. 

36. AIn a camera shutter, the combination ` 
with a shutter mechanism, 'of voperating , 
mechanism therefor, a detaining member for 80 
‘holding the shutter mechanism open having . 
a single stop for bulb and time exposures, 
means for determiningthe position of the 
_detaining member for bulb or time exposure, 
and> means for locking said stop in sto poSi- 85 
tion when said detaimng member is adriusted' ' 
for time exposure. . - ` '~ . 

' 7. In a camera shutter,.the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, of a detaining 
member for holding the shutter-open having 90 - 
a single stop for bulb and time exposures, l 
means for determining the position of the, 
detaining member for bulb or time exposure, 
locking means controlled by said determin 
ing means for holding the detaining member 95 
in stop.> position when the detaining means 
is adjusted for time exposure, andl operatin 
devices for the shutter mechanism adapte 
to unlock~ the detaining member. 

. » 38. -In a camera shutter, the combination v100 
with a shutter mechanism, of a detaining 
member for holding the shutter mechanism 
open havin‘g a single stop for bulb and time 
exposures, locking means for .holding said 
detaining member in stop position duringf105 
time exposure, and operating devices for 
the shutter mechanism controlling the lock 
ing and the unlocking of said locking means. 

. 39. In’ a camera shutter, the combination 
with a _shutter mechanism, of operating mech- 110 
anism therefor embodyinga master member, ` 
an actuating member, an operating member 
for the actuating member, the last two named 
parts being mounted independently of each 
other, a detaining member movable to stop 115 I 
the master member after its release by the 
actuating member, and means controlled byV 
the detaining member to cause the operat- p 
ing member' to befpositioned to actuate the 
detaining member on its next operation. 

40. In a camera shutter', the combination 
with a shutterl mechanism, of operating 
mechanism therefor embodying a masterv 
member, an actuating member therefor, an _ ' 
operating member having a movable dog 125 
to operate the actuating member, a detain 
ing member arranged to stop the master 
member after its release by the actuating 
member, and means controlled by said de 
taining member for causing the dog of the 13o ` 
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operating member to be positioned to oper 
ate the kdetaining member'on its next opera-y 
tion. ~ ' . y 

41. In a camera shutter,the combination 
with a, shutter mechanism, of operating 
mechanism therefor embodyingv a master 
lever,„a'n actuating member rotatable in aA 
complete circle to operate the, master lever, 
an operating member having a pivoted dog 
to coöperate with the actuating member, a 
detaining member movable to stop the mas 
ter lever after its release by the actuating 
member,'and means controlled by the de 
taining member for‘causing the dogof thev 
operating member to be :positioned to loper 
ate the-detaining member after it has oper 
ated the actuating member. A , 

42. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, of operating 
mechanism therefor embodying a master 
lever, ̀ a rotary actuating member having a1 
plurality of lateral projections thereon ar 
ranged successively to coöperate With _the 
master lever, a device for preventing the 
rotation of the actuating device in one direc 
tion, a pivoted operating member having a 
dog pivoted thereon to Vengage the lateral 
projections of the actuating member, a de-l 
taining member movable into the'path of 
the master lever when the latter is released 
by the actuating member, and‘means caus 
ing the dog to move into coöperative rela 
tion with the detaining member after the 
operation of the actuating member. v ' 

43. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a ‘shutter mechanism, of operating 
mechanism therefor comprising a master 
member, an actuating member therefor, an 
operating member having a dog adapted to 
operate the actuating member, a detaining 

’ member adapted to stop the master member 
after its release by the actuating member 
andv provided with a shoulder, and means 

l ccöperating with the operating member and 
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with the shoulder, when the detaining mem 
ber stops the master member,- in order to 
position the dog so that the latter may shift 
the detaining member out of the path of the 
master member. ` a ' ’ 

44. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, of operating 
mechanism therefor comprising a master 
member, an actuating member therefor, an 
operating member for the latter having a 
dog thereon adapted to operate the actuat 
ing member, a detaining member adapted to 
stop the master member after. its release by 
the actuating member and provided with a 
shoulder, and a lever having pin and slot 
connection with the operating member and 
a shoulder to engage the shoulder on the 
detaining member when the latter is shifted 
to stop the master member. _ 

45. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a lshutter mechanism, _of operating 
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mechanism therefor, embodying> a master 
member, a pivoted detaining member mov 
able into the path of the master member for 
time and bulb exposures, a bulb lever co 
operating With the detaining member on one 
side of the pivot of the latter, means for 
determining the position .of the detaining 
member for bulb or ‘time exposure, coöp 
erat-in portions on the bulb lever and the 
detaining member interlocking when the 
latter is adjusted for time exposure, and an 
operating member for the master member 
connected to the bulb lever and set by- the 
latter to shift the detaining member when 
the said detaining member is interlocked 
With the bulb lever. y 

46. In- a camera shutter the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, of operating 
'mechanism therefor comprisin a master le 
ver, a rotary >actuating mem r'having a 
plurality of laterally extending projections 
or engaging the master lever, a pivoted op 
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erating lever having a dog pivoted'thereon  
and engaging the projections on the actuat 
ing member, a pivoted detaining member 
having a single stop thereon for bulb and 
time exposures, means tending to move the 
stop into the path ofthe master lever, means 
on the 'detaining member preventing such 
movement until the master lever reachesla 
certain position under the action 0f the ac 
tuating member,-a pivoted-bulb lever cou 
nected to the operating lever,/ means con 
necting the Lbulb lever and the detaining 
member and causing the latter to be moved 
from stop position on thelrelease of the bulb 
lever, ya cam coöperating with the detaining 
member to determine bulb or time exposure, 
a shoulder on the detaining member co~ 
operating with the bulb lever to maintain 
the stop of the detainin member in engage 
ment-With the master äever, and means on 
the detaining member adapted to be en 
gaged by the pivoted dog of the 4operating' 
member so that the latter may shift the de 
taining member from stop position. 

47. -In a camera shutter, the combination 
'with a. shutter mechanism, and operating 
mechanism therefor, of a retarding mecha 
lnism _and a clutch interposed between the 
retarding Imechanism and the ~operating 
mechanism. . ` ' 

48. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shuttermechanism and an operating 
mechanism therefor of a retarding mecha 
nism for the shutter movable in one direc 
tion only, and a clutch interposed between 
the retarding mechanism and the operating 
mechanism. .  ` 

49. In a camera shutter, thecombination 
with a shutter mechanism and an operating 
mechanism therefor -embodying a master 
member, operating devices for moving the 
master member in one direction, and a» spring 
for moving the master member in the other 
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ter member movable onl in-one direction, 
and a clutch between tie masterv member 
'and the `retarding means permitting Vthe 
master member to move under the action 
of its operating devices without moving the 
retarding means. ` y y - 

50. In a camera shutter, the combination. 
with a shutter mechanism and ’operating 
mechanism therefor, of a controllable stop 
for the operating mechanism, retarding 
means, anda clutch between said stop and 
the retarding means. 

51.l In a cameral shutter, the combination 
withy a shutter mechanism and operating 
mechanism therefor, of a. controllable stop 
for the operating mechanism, retarding 
means a clutch between the stop and the 
,retarding means, and a sprin for moving 
the stop independently of t e retarding 
means in a direction opposite to Vthat in 
which it is .moved by the operating mech 
anism. 

52. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, and operating 
mechanism therefor, of a stop for theoper 
erating means, 
clutch between the stop and the retarding 
means, a. spr-_ing for moving said stop in 
dependently of the retarding means in a di 
rection opposed to that in which it is moved 
by the operating mechanism, and means for 
determining the distance the stop will move 
under the action of the spring to vary the 
retarding action; 

. 53. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a 'shutter mechanism and operating 
mechanism therefor, of a stop for the op 
erating mechanism, a series of retarding 
wheels, a clutch connection between the 
wheels and the stop, aE spring moving said 
stop independently of the retarding Wheels, 
vand means for determining the position the 
stopy shall lmove under the action of the 

54. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism and operating 
mechanism there-for comprising a master 
member, a spring for moving the latter in 
one direction and operating devices for mov 
ing it in the other direction, of a stop for the 
master member, a lever by which the stop 
is carried, a swinging member, a spring 
pressed pawl pivoted to the swinging mem-_ 
ber and engaging the stop carrying lever, a 
ratchet wheel engaged by the pawl, and re 
“tarding means connected to said ratchet 
wheel. 

55. In a ~camera shutter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, of a retarding 
mechanism, a stop having connection with 

 the retarding mechanism and moving with 
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the latter in one direction, a spring for mov 
in the stop in the other direction, said stop 
being adapted to coöperate with the shutter 

a retarding mechanism a 

mechanism 4to retard the action of the lat-Y 
ter, and means to „cooperate with the stop 
to vary the ac_tion` of the shutter mechanism 
on the retarding mechanism. 

y56. In a camera shutter, theA combina 
tion with a shutter mechanism, of a master 
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lever having connection with the shutter - i 
mechanism to move in one direction without 
operating 
tion to open and to close shutter mechanism, 
a retarding mechanism, a stop having con 
ne‘ction with the retarding mechanism to 
move in one direction therewith and during 
such movementbeing arranged to control 
the movement of the'master member as the 
latter moves to close the shutter mechanism, 
vmeans causing the stop to move in the other 

o direction, and means r controlling the re 
turn movement of thestop under such means 
to vary the retardin action. - - 

57. In a'camera s utter, the combination 
with a shutter mechanism, of a master mem 
ber having connection with the shutter mech 
anism to move‘in one direction Without oper 
ating the latter and t'o move in the other direc 
tion to _open and close the said shutter mech 

the latterjand in the other direc- 4 
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anism, a retarding mechanism, a stop inde- ' 
pendent of the master lever having connec 
tion with the retarding mechanism to move 
in one direction th‘erewith and arranged to 
retard the action of the master lever on the 

95 

movement of the latter to close the shutter, a . 
spring actingI to cause the ‘stop to follow the 
master lever in the other direction,and means 
for controlling the return position ofthe stop 
under the action of the spring to vary the 
retarding action. 

100> 

58. In a camera shutter, the combination  
-with a shutter mechanism and a master 
member for controlling the same, of a de-v 
taining member  for holding the shutter 
mechanism open, an actuating member for 
the master member adapted to shift the de 
taining ~member from detaining position, 
and a bulb 'lever for moving the actuating 
member having a portion cooperating. with 
the detaining member for holding the lat 
>ter in detaining position. 

59. In a camera shutter, the combination 
with a. shutter mechanism, and a master 
member connected thereto to open and close 
the shutter by a movement in one direction, 
of a detaining member for holding the shut 
ter open, and operating devices having one 
movement to eii’ect the vmovement of the 
master member for engagement. by the de 
taining member, and another movement for 
shifting the detaining member, said operat 
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ing devices having a pivoted latch for en- ` 
-gaging the detaining member on the second 
movement. f 

125 

60. In a photographic shutter, the com- ' 
bination with shutter blades and a master 
member having a lost motion connection 
with the shutter blades permitting said mas 132 
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ter lever to movey in one direction without 
actuating the shutter blades and in the other 
direction to~ eñ'eot the opening and the clos 
ing of the shutter blades,> of e retarding 
_mechanism embodying a trein of Wheels end 
an oscillatory member having e portion 
thereon adapted to be engaged by the mes- ' 
ter' member to be moved by the latter in 
moving to eñ‘fe'ct the opening and the clos 
ing of the shutter, said oscillatory member 
having connection with the train of Wheels 
causing the latter to move with the oscilla 
tory member when the said member is moved 
by the master member, a spring Íor causing 

i-,oom io 

the oscillatory member to move in the other 15 
direction as the master member is moved « 
Without actuating the shutter blades, and 
means for 'varying the amount of movement 
of said oscillatory member under the action 
of the ‘spring to Very the reterding action. 20 
ln Witness whereof, we have hereunto set 

our _hands this 22nd day oÍ June, 1910, in 
the presence of two subscribing witnesses. ' 

. . RUDÜLPH KLEÍN. 

THEÜDOR BRUECK, 
Witnesses: = 

Slim/is,` 
A.I M. Wurm/ione.' 


